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- Approachability / Credibility: facial first impressions
Research paper from York University, UK, giving facial images of the
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- APAC monograph on Class management:
http://www.apac.es/publications/monographs.html

- Beat per minute counter for music:
http://www.abyssmedia.com/bpmcounter/

- Content material
http://www.apac.es/classroom-resources
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- Encyclopedia of Nlp
Information on all Nlp works, words and people.
http://nlpuniversitypress.com/

- Microexpressions facial test.
http://www.cio.com/article/2451808/careers-staffing/facial-expressions-test.html

- Mind mapping apps for Android & iOS
http://www.mindjet.com/mindmanager/features/mobile-mind-mapping/

- Non-verbal orchestral conducting by Leornard Bernstein
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oU0Ubs2KYUI

- Test your intelligences
Check out your strongest intelligences.
http://www.anglolang.com/uploads/MutipleIntelligencesCheck.doc

- Test your learning styles
V, A, K, can be used to determine learning style preferences. Try the test:
http://tinyurl.com/6zff6q

- Test your Memory for Faces
Online self-test to know how well you remember faces:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/sleep/tmt/

- The nonverbals of public figures like Obama, Mas, Rajoy, Mourinho and
Vilanova
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUYcSwUYOpE

- Voice pitch study
Both men and women select male and female leaders with lower voices as preferred
leaders: http://tom.sinera.org/management/LinkedDocuments/Voice pitch study.doc

- VAK test from an Australian University
http://tinyurl.com/q5llkgt
- Uptalk (Overuse of the approachable speech pattern.)
The habit of ending statements with a stress that makes them sound like questions.
http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-28708526

Webinars
- Richard Bandler describes how Nlp is being applied in education.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbfXGDpCNI8

- Tony Buzan demonstrates mind maps: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MlabrWv25qQ

- Michael Caine describes how blinking affects attention
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTMRufBXhCY

- Antonio Damasio, neurologist, reveals that the mind uses sensory information to
construct maps of reality : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IvBHBt26g28&NR=1

- Michael Grinder analyses David Cameron’s body language:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zw76DIQI4n4

- Merly Streep demonstrates how voice modulation affects the meaning of the most
banal texts. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8TSBw5JiWE

- Neuroscience and Magic
Two neuroscientists explain how magicians direct our attention and suggest that
teachers could use similar attention strategies in class.
http://www.learner.org/courses/neuroscience/common_includes/si_flowplayer.html?
pid=2395

- One Minute Meditation
Relieve your stress by concentrating on your breathing for one minute.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvsmBwOWozI

- Non-verbal communication – The Documentary
https://vimeo.com/155179623

- Sandy Pentland & team explain how they measure body language:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKGJ2tNnIBM&feature=related

- Ken Robinson on kinaesthetic learners:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDVBoIIrHwU&feature=share

- Uses of blinking in acting: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcESn2Ne-sQ
- Why do we blink so frequently? A Japanese scientific study on blinking.
http://blogs.smithsonianmag.com/science/2012/12/why-do-we-blink-so-frequently

Good Practice : hints for teacher
1. Visual
-

Seating arrangement : make sure you can see all trainees easily. (Horseshoe
format recommended.)
If there are handouts to be given, have them ready.
If you are using a beamer have it showing the overview for the session.

2. Auditory
-

Greet everyone at the beginning of the session and say goodbye at the end.
Learn names quickly and use them often.
Use music to create atmosphere and to signal end of a practice session (louder >
softer > off)
- Vary voice tones: pilot / attendant
- Use incomplete sentences, pauses, silences, to get attention and move forward.
- Say what you want. (Not what you don’t want.)
- Say few rules and keep to them (Walk your talk.)
- Pace and then lead: Acknowledge a point expressed then lead into next point on
the agenda.
- Challenge presuppositions rather than the challenging statements :
Trainee: “I don’t think homework is a good idea.”
Trainer: “Let’s stop for a moment and think of the advantages of homework.”

- SPELLING STRATEGY
(To help auditory(poor) spellers become visual(competent) spellers)
1. Place the correct spelling of the word in front of you so you can see it easily.
2. Close your eyes and think of something that feels familiar and relaxing. When
the feeling is strong, open your eyes and look at the correct spelling.
3. Move your eyes up and picture the correct spelling in your mind's eye.
4. Look up at your mental image and write down the letters you see. Check what
you have written against the correct spelling. If incorrect go to step #1.
5. Look up at your mental image and spell the word backwards (write the letters
down from right to left). Check the spelling. If incorrect, go to step #3.
Helpful hints for the Spelling strategy
A. Picture the word in your favourite colour.
B. Make any unclear letters stand out by making them look different than the others
in some way - e.g. bigger, brighter, closer, a different colour, etc.
C. Break the word into groups of three letters and build your picture three letters at
a time.
D. Put the letters on a familiar background. Picture something like a familiar object
or movie scene then put the letters you want to remember on top of it.
E. If it is a long word, make the letters small enough so that you can see the whole
word easily.
F. Trace the letters in the air with your finger and picture in your mind the letters
you are writing.
With long words, people often experience difficulty in being able to initially visualise
the entire words easily (especially people new to the process of visualising). Most often
what happens is that some letters are clear but the rest get out of focus or hazy. In such a
situation one needs some operations to make the unclear letters stand out. In this case
there are two more sub-operations that may be used:
a. breaking the word down into groups of letters (typically groups of three);
and
b. the letters can be made brighter, put in one's favourite colour, put on a
familiar background, made bigger, etc.
3. Movement (Kinaesthetic)
6. Use gestures as consistently as possible:
7. Credible: palms down (sending information) / Approachable: palms up (asking
for information).
8. Gesturing towards: Yourself, Audience, Your notes, Outside.
9. Positive comments: gesture to group; Negative comments: gesture outside.
10. If you make a mistake, move slightly, breathe and pause, then shift back to your
usual position. (Creates amnesia of the error.)
11. Walk the talk: do what you say. (If asking for silence, keep quiet yourself.)
12. Use non-verbal signals for bringing group back on task: hand up, point to
agenda…

4. Breathing
13. Breathing deeply and slowly calms the group.
14. Use deep breathing especially in stressful situations.
15. Air the room. Let the oxygen in.

